SPORTS COMMENT

Coach Oscar Holland has planned his first track meet meeting for next Tuesday afternoon in room 4-70. Captain Dick Bell and others will speak, and the movies of the 1932 I.C. 4.4 games in California will be shown. The pictures are excellent slow-motion studies of the champions' form, and show the correct timing for each race.

Cross-country prospects are somewhat brighter than at this time last year. Captain Bob Mann and ex-Captain Johnny Barrett will be starting their third varsity season, while several other veterans will also be on hand. Taking up cross-country for the first time will be Morton Jenkins, the hockey player who surprised everybody last spring by taking second place in the New England championship race, in the third race in which he had ever represented Technology. Jenkins did some running during the summer, and had two great races with Jack Kearns, a former Beaver star. In their first meeting Jenkins was victorious, but Kearns turned the tables the next time. In winning, Jenkins made better time than the Institute mile record.

Soccer practice is already being held daily on the Coop Field. All but three men who starred at freshman level in 1932-33 have returned, as have several promising subs. Usually faced with lack of experienced material, Coach Malcolm Goldie, for many years a star on the varsity has much more material, and the team is preparing for a strenuous schedule which will draw from than in the past. A freshman schedule has been prepared and the yearlings engage several prep school and prep freshman teams. The varsity has much more material to draw from than in the past, and are practicing daily with the veterans.
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Sophomore has sixteen men out for relay team, with more to come.

Present indications at the track house point to a freshman victory in the annual Field Day relay meet, for only five Sophomores have reported to date. Sixteen freshmen, most of them with good track records in high or prep school, are already working out on the cinders every day.

Three men who starred at freshman level in 1932-33 have returned, as have several promising subs. Usually faced with lack of experienced material, Coach Malcolm Goldie, for many years a star on the varsity, has much more material, and the team is preparing for a strenuous schedule which will draw from than in the past. A freshman schedule has been prepared and the yearlings engage several prep school and prep freshman teams. The varsity has much more material to draw from than in the past, and are practicing daily with the veterans.

Tobaccos grown in this country are "seasoned" with tobaccos from Turkey and Greece.

The answer is very simple:

Tobaccos to taste right in a cigarette need to be flavored or seasoned just the same as you might season a steak or a pudding. No tobaccos have ever been found that equal the spicy aromatic tobaccos from Turkey and Greece for this purpose. That's why we send 4000 miles for aromatic tobaccos from Samson and Smyrna, Xanthi and Cavalla.

When blended and cross-blended in just the right amounts with Chesterfield's mild ripe Domestic tobaccos, the result is a rich flavor and a fine fragrance. Chesterfields are seasoned right—they taste right. May we suggest you try them.

Chesterfield

the cigarette that's MILDER...the cigarette that TASTES BETTER